AN OPEN SUITCASE
JANICE BRADY
A 60+ grandmother based in SC. Passionate about travel,
food and enjoying life. There’s a great big world out there
meant to be explored, and she wants to share the
exploration with everyone who dreams about traveling. If
you would like to invite her to review your
destination, she can join in a group media trip or coordinate
and plan an individual visit.
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During her years of blogging, Janice found not all in the
blogging community were willing to help a new or less
seasoned blogger. She decided to try to change that and in
2017 she created a blogger retreat to bring together a small
group of bloggers. Bloggers helping other bloggers to grow.
This first event, Glamping Bloggers, was very successful and
produced 11.2 million Twitter impressions during the 4 days
of the event. She then created We Grow Retreat for bloggers,
an on-going, yearly event. In 2018 We Grow Retreat was
hosted by Universal Orlando and produced over 21 million
Twitter impressions.
Janice has worked on numerous campaigns with travel
companies and destinations, and participated in media trips
and FAMS for destinations including Florida, Texas, New
Orleans, Walt Disney World, Universal Orlando, as well as
the Carolinas and other states along the east coast. She is
currently the SC representative for the Assoc. of Bloggers.
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Janice has had her own site since 2010 and has also been a featured writer in Carolina Style
Magazine She was chosen as Top Influencer for 2017 by Alcatraz Cruises, the National
Park's official boat service to Alcatraz Island. Janice has been invited several times to attend
Travel Media Showcase and Disney Social Media Moms Celebration, and to attend press
junkets and movie premiers by Walt Disney Movie Studios. She is currently a “Top Florida
Blogger” for Destinations in Florida Travel and is a US Family Guide Blogger.
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